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We make eco-friendly efforts, throughout supply-chain as well as spread our own expertise 
in Financial, Retail and Public Sector on global basis.

Efforts toward “Environmental Action Plan X”

Pursuit of energy and resource efficiency
We take actions on 2 kinds of targets relevant to hardware products development in 

“Environmental Action Plan X”.
1st target is to develop products excellent for energy efficiency, and 2nd target is to 

pursue resource saving in products. Through these efforts, we aim to help customers to 
mitigate their environmental burden as well as to make stronger, our position and 
competitiveness in the market.

Green Procurement

Fujitsu Group has established “Fujitsu Group Green Procurement Standard” which 
frames the basic concepts of procuring eco-friendly parts, materials and products, so 
that suppliers both in and outside Japan can promote the green procurement.

In FY2021, we continued “Responsible minerals procurement” after the previous year. 
For instance, we asked suppliers to report on whether or not they procure minerals 
relevant to local conflicts, and obtained the answers of “No procurement” from them.

Furthermore, to reinforce CSR procurement, we conducted a large-scale inquiry which 
Fujitsu Limited sponsored, so that suppliers can recognize more than ever that they need 
to promote their procurement following SDGs and legal requirements together with 
Fujitsu Group.

We are asking our parts suppliers to establish the CMS*1 based on “Guidelines for the 
management of chemical substances in products” which are defined as industrial 
standard made by JAMP*2, in order to enhance the management of the restricted 
chemical substances contained in the parts and products in the whole supply chain.
*1: CMS--Chemical substances Management System
*2: JAMP--Joint Article Management Promotion-consortium

In FY2021, we held an on-line “Business Briefing” to explain our business and 
procurement policy to suppliers, although canceled annual “Business Party” with 
suppliers due to the prevention of expanding COVID-19 infection. Moreover, we 
presented letters of thanks and souvenirs to the suppliers who made significant 
contributions to our business, as with FY2020.

Establishment of Chemical substances Management System

Acquisition of the information on chemical substances in products
Fujitsu Group, in cooperation with our suppliers, surveys for the information on 

chemical substances contained in products, and shares obtained information within 
internal system, by using such chemSHERPA*3 provided by the JAMP, to comply with 
relevant regulations, and to prevent regulated chemical substances contained in 
products from affecting human health negatively and from contaminating the 
environment.
*3: It stands for “Chemical information Sharing and Exchange under Reporting Partnership in supply 

chain”, which is a common scheme to communicate the information on chemicals contained in 
products.

Management of Chemical Substances in Products

Communication with Suppliers

Products Introduction

Compact & smart POS fitting any scene,
TeamPoS7000 Model C240

In this POS system, we realized the increase of 
performance, adapting to the latest platform as well 
as succeeding to the good points of conventional 
models like compact slim body and usability.

This system is the most suitable for the shop owners, 
who wish to make their cash counters slim, to 
harmonize POS system with shop design or the like.

Moreover, the system not only leads to energy 
savings and mitigation of the environmental burden, 
but realizes its low noise and mitigation of 
uncomfortable noise, thanks to the adoption of a low-
speed fan with large diameter.

Stylish Banking Terminal, FAINS-NEXT
This device can be connected to many kinds of 

peripheral equipment such as passbook printer used 
at a bank counter, scanner, collation device and so on, 
owing to the adoption of a lot of external interfaces.

In addition, the device can contribute to mitigating 
the environmental burden because of its long-term 
cycle of replacement, as well as ensure both high 
reliability and long-time operation necessary for 
financial products thanks to the adoption of high-
quality circuit boards.




